
Delivering a superior experience

CUSTOMER SERVICE



under the intense pressure to manage costs, as a healthcare decision-maker you must make sure your diagnostic imaging systems  
are expertly customized to your organization. at Toshiba we pride ourselves in delivering the highest quality equipment. our 
products are built on industry-leading, reliable technology and are supported by a robust and comprehensive service program.

We’re here when you need support 
Toshiba offers a full range of service agreements ranging from 
maintenance contracts for individual machines to full service 
agreements and Managed equipment services for your entire 
facility. each of our service plans is fully customizable to meet 
the specific needs of your facility.

We listen to our customers 
our first step in customizing your service plan is simple:  
we listen. We’ll take your input and, combined with learning 
from other customer experiences, we build a bespoke plan 
around your choice of service agreement with a single goal in 
mind: achieve the best solution for you and your organization.

The besT service plan is one
                ThaT’s sizeD To your  
    organizaTion’s neeDs.

cusToMizeD soluTions are cusToMary WiTh Toshiba

We’re here – even when we’re not there
our remote service support and diagnostic system  innervision™ 
provides secure access for Toshiba specialists through a vpn 
network. using it, our highly trained customer engineers and 
applications specialists can monitor customer systems remotely 
and assist our on-site engineers in preventing problems. all 
without interrupting your essential flow of patient care.
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When it came time to talk about a service agreement, 
Toshiba’s approach was unique. It felt less like a ‘sell’ 
and more like a consultation to help us  design the most 
effective solution.
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While each organization is unique, as a healthcare provider you want two things when an issue arises: immediate access to your service 
provider and prompt resolution of the issue. Toshiba’s award-winning customer service organization delivers just that. our holistic 
 approach of customer service, clinical application and sales coming out of one hand ensures unsurpassed lifetime customer support.

We’re accessible 
our local customer service centers are accessible with a 
 simple phone call. all service calls are handled by highly 
trained specialist teams with full access to our global cloud-
based service network. at Toshiba no service request is 
 complete until you, the customer, are completely happy  
with the outcome.

We’re dedicated 
our factory-trained engineers with in-depth knowledge  
and access to the latest updates and original parts are 
 empowered with the options they need to solve your case 
quickly. if a problem cannot be resolved, we guarantee prompt 
 escalation to european and factory support specialists to 
 minimize downtime.

We’re traceable
all our service records are maintained through a global  
erp system, ensuring access to your full service history, 
 performance information and parts traceability – supporting 
your healthcare organization to fulfill regulatory compliance 
while working at the highest level of quality at all times.

uncoMplicaTeD anD responsive cusToMer service 

iMMeDiaTe access anD 
     proMpT resoluTion are builT  
inTo every plan.
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We know our managers and  
engineers on a first name basis.  
They’re part of our family. 

builDing long-TerM   
     relaTionships Means builDing  
The righT  infrasTrucTure.
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putting our customers first starts with an investment in our own people and facilities. While we have steadily outpaced 
our market share growth we maintained a low ratio of customers-to-engineers and customers-to-service managers to 
help ensure our promise of greater than 98% uptime. 

We use only original spare parts 
in order to minimize delays in making repairs, our parts 
 depots are strategically located across europe, backed by 
 major spare part hubs in the netherlands, singapore, atlanta 
and Tokyo. all parts we use are new, original spare parts  
to ensure your equipment operates at the highest level of 
performance and safety.

We’re flexible and mobile
Toshiba offers a range of turnkey and mobile options to 
 minimize downtime and disruption at your facility. To bridge 
new equipment installations or temporary high workloads, 
we provide short-term installations and a wide range of 
 mobile solutions through our secondlife refurbishment 
 program. 

Doing WhaT’s righT Takes The righT organizaTion

We ensure quality and safety
To ensure you’ll always be delivered the best quality products 
and services, all procedures and trainings within Toshiba  
are subject to meet the highest quality standards, including   
en iso 9001 and en iso 13485. all Toshiba service represent-
atives receive comprehensive mandatory and statutory 
 training, including business ethics, electrical safety, radiation 
protection and health & safety.
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at Toshiba we fully understand the enormous task of replacing or redesigning a complex examination room within a very busy 
clinical environment. With each system we will provide a dedicated and professional project team to ensure every aspect of your 
requirements are understood and ultimately met.

bespoke site planning
our drawing department is dedicated to planning the best 
layout for each individual installation. our draftsmen design 
your space addressing any potential issues, bringing together 
the best solution in the shortest possible time. We are also 
leading the way with 3D room layouts, giving you a real per-
spective on the room already in the planning phase.

your very own project team
from day one an installations manager and lead engineer will 
be assigned to your project. This allows you to get to know 
your local team and allows us to fully understand your needs 
both during the installation and in clinical use. you will also 
get to know your local clinical applications support, who will 
help and train your staff to get the most from our systems.

gooD planning is key for 
       an insTallaTion ThaT MeeTs 
   all your neeDs.

Delivering coMpleTe cusToMer saTisfacTion is our TargeT

individual solutions
at Toshiba we strive to produce cost effective and beautifully 
completed rooms by working very closely with your team and 
hospital specific building contractors. With a full in-house  
design and build service we are able to undertake any form  
of build works at your facility, resulting in the perfect clinical 
environment for yours and your patient’s needs.

photorealistic 3D renderings can give you a perfect 
impression of your new facility already in the  
planning phase. 
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We have worked very closely with Toshiba throughout the plan-
ning, design, build and implementation of these theatres, which 
 contained many novel features and first installs. Thus, plans changed 
significantly throughout the project. Toshiba has been a fantastic 
partner in achieving to install these benchmark theatres on time 
and within budget.
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it is a great honor to be in the favor of our customers and the independent industry analysts that survey them. We do not take 
it for granted. We are proud to have #1 ratings throughout our imaging system portfolio. 

We have been distinguished as best in klas in cT 64 slice and up, 1.5T Mr and ul cv with industry-leading customer loyalty. 
MD buyline counts us as #1 in customer satisfaction for system performance, reliability, installation/implementation, Training, 
service response Time and repair Quality, in multiple segments, outperforming the competition for several consecutive 
quarters.

inDepenDenT recogniTion  
       confirMs puTTing cusToMer  
   firsT MaTTers.

valiDaTeD proDucTs anD services

MD buyline has consistently ranked 
Toshiba #1 in customer satisfaction, 
more often than any other diagnostic 
imaging vendor. Toshiba has held 
the #1 ranking in cT for over 9 years, 
since 2002.

2011 Top 20 best in klas awards: Medical equipment &  
infrastructure, June, 2011. ranked #1: cT 64 slice+: aquilion one™, 
Mr 1.5T: vantage™. Tied for #1: ultrasound cardiovascular: aplio™ 
cardiovascular. category leaders: infinix™-i angio in cv/ir x-ray, 
aquilion™ 32 in cT-under 64 slice. www.klasresearch.com  
©2011 klas enterprises, llc. all rights reserved.
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our world-class Training academies located in europe and across the globe provide off-site and on-site training for clinicians, 
biomedical engineers and technologists, allowing you to use your equipment to its fullest potential. Despite our guaranteed 
response times, we believe better trained in-house staff can be a vital part of your efficiency.

clinical training
Making sure your systems deliver from day one is an impor-
tant part of our relationship. Whether you need on-site or 
 offsite training, we can provide options that work best for 
you. experienced clinical application specialists will help you 
and your team to maximize the potential your diagnostic 
 imaging equipment has to offer.

Technical training
service training courses with the same methodology as  
those our own engineers go through, prepare your biomedical 
engineers to properly maintain your diagnostic imaging  
systems. hands-on sessions deliver up-to-date information  
on new techniques and best practices to your technologists.

supporting continuing education
as we work at the forefront of advancing medical imaging 
technology, we fully understand the importance of continuing 
Medical education and – as part of our life-long partnership 
promise – we frequently organize and sponsor cMe-accredited 
seminars through our local and international training academies 
as well as though professional medical associations.

Teaching your TeaM iMproves efficiency

Training anD eDucaTion 
     creaTes an aDDiTional layer 
of perforMance.

Everything about our clinical engineer training course  
was excellent: our trainer, the facilities, and the training 
materials. There was nothing more I could have wanted.
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innovation
Toshiba is a world leader and innovator in high technology. year on year we file thousands  
of patents, making innovation a key part of the Toshiba fabric. in accordance with our Made  
for life™ commitment, we develop innovations that improve patient care and provide lasting 
quality for a lifetime of value.

Quality
at Toshiba quality and reliability is at the heart of everything we do. With technologies  
and products being developed in more than 30 r&D laboratories and over 300 subsidiary 
 companies across the globe Toshiba engineers are dedicated to develop the best-performing, 
most  reliable and environmentally friendly product solutions for you. 

Design
our product design is driven by customer feedback and the close consultation with industry 
 visionaries and opinion leaders. our award-winning Design center has over 50 years of 
 experience in developing pioneering products and industry-leading solutions to ensure that  
you can work at the highest standards of diagnostic precision, usability and productivity.

partnership
Making sure your systems deliver from day one is an important part of our relationship.  
Whether you need onsite or offsite training, we can provide options that work best for you.  
experienced clinical application specialists will help you and your team to maximize the 
 potential your  diagnostic imaging equipment has to offer.

for over 130 years Toshiba’s research and development has improved the health and welfare of people around the world. Today, Toshiba Medical systems offers a full range of diagnostic imaging 
products and is a reliable service partner in more than 120 countries around the globe. our Mission is to deliver the best quality products and services, as well as the industry’s best after-sales 
s upport through long-term, customer focused partnerships.

our proDucTs coMe WiTh   
           inDusTry-leaDing service  
    anD supporT.
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Design, manufacturing and shipment 
No sustainability without quality
by manufacturing high quality diagnostic imaging equipment 
that lasts, we ensure that you can enjoy working with your 
machine over many years. our software-driven platforms are 
easy to upgrade to keep you abreast of new diagnostic tools 
for a long time. and while we continuously work to improve 
the performance of our equipment, we drive down consump-
tion of energy and resources at the same time. 

product use 
Energy efficiency is the key 
a major part of the greenhouse gas emissions our medical 
imaging systems produce accrue while you scan your patients. 
Therefore we design our products to be outstandingly energy 
efficient, and even to recycle energy wherever possible. Take 
for instance our aquilion one cT scanner. While braking its 
gantry, 25 % of the energy used to set it into rotation can be 
recovered and stored for the next scan.

refurbishment and recycling 
End of use is not the end of life
because outstanding quality lasts, your Toshiba medical imag-
ing equipment remains of high value even after you replace it 
with new equipment. our secondlife refurbishment program 
helps to maximize the life span of our equipment by enabling 
you to sell or buy used equipment of the same high quality as 
our new machines. 

caring for earth and its people is at the heart of everything Toshiba does – and one of the many ways we innovate. Toshiba’s passion for safeguarding 
earth is enshrined in our environmental vision 2050, whereby we seek to improve our eco-efficiency by a factor of ten over the next four decades 
through strict monitoring of energy usage, continuous improvement of manufacturing processes and eco-conscious product development. 
far from being a distant goal, the environmental vision 2050 sets tangible milestones year by year. These include the reduction in emission of co2 and 
other greenhouse gases, and the complete phasing out of certain hazardous substances from our products.

Our products are designed to  minimize 
enviromental impact throughout their 
entire lifecycle and were awarded the 
ECP mark for outstandingly sustainable 
 product design.
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Toshiba Medical systems corporation meets internationally recognized standards for Quality Management system iso 9001, iso 13485.  
 
Toshiba Medical systems corporation nasu operations meets the environmental Management system standard iso 14001.

Made for life, aquilion one, vantage, aplio, infinix and aquilion are trademarks of Toshiba Medical systems corporation. 
 
innervision is a trademark of Toshiba america Medical systems, inc.

some features presented in this brochure may not be commercially available on all systems shown or may require the purchase of additional options. 
please contact your local Toshiba representative for details.
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